
Fill in the gaps

New Divide by Linkin Park

I remember black skies

The lightning all around me

I remember  (1)________  flash

As time  (2)__________  to blur

Like a startling sound

That fate had finally found me

And your  (3)__________  is all I heard

That I get  (4)________  I deserve

So give me reason

To prove me wrong

To  (5)________  this memory clean

Let the thoughts cross

The distance in your eyes

Now give me reason

To fill this hole

Connect the space between

Let it  (6)________  up

To reach the truths and lies

Across this new divide

There was nothing left inside

The  (7)________________  left abandoned

There was nothing else to hide

Te  (8)________  fell  (9)________  snow

And the  (10)____________  caved in

Between where we  (11)________  standing

And your  (12)__________  is all I heard

That I get what I deserve

So give me reason

To prove me wrong

To wash  (13)________  memory clean

Let the thoughts cross

The distance in your eyes

Across this new divide

And  (14)__________  loss and every lie

And  (15)__________  truth  (16)________  you deny

And each  (17)____________  and  (18)________  goodbye

Was a mistake too  (19)__________  to hide

And your voice is all I heard

That I get  (20)________  I deserve

So give me reason

To  (21)__________  me wrong

To  (22)________  this memory clean

Let the thoughts cross

The distance in your eyes

Give me reason

To fill this hole

Connect the  (23)__________  between

Let it  (24)________  up

To  (25)__________  the truths and lies

Across this new divide...

Across  (26)________  new divide...

Across this new divide...
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. each

2. began

3. voice

4. what

5. wash

6. fill

7. memories

8. ashs

9. like

10. ground

11. were

12. voice

13. this

14. every

15. every

16. that

17. regret

18. each

19. great

20. what

21. prove

22. wash

23. space

24. fill

25. reach

26. this
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